"Obama" while people were reacting to his announcement that he would send 30,000 more troops to Afghanistan

It seemed that "more troops afghanistan" and "obama afghanistan" would capture most comments about the president's announcement that he was sending and additional 30,000 troops to Afghanistan. But as I watched it seemed to me they were not getting enough of what I assumed was there. So I started this very general search "obama" I wanted to capture whatever was there, and I could sort it out -- Afghanistan and other -- later.

The first search reached back to 10:13 p.m. Unfortunately, that was well after the announcement, but it took me that long to decide I needed this more general search.

But it is only interesting in comparison to the comments about the new Afghanistan policy. Hence, I am stopping this search at the evening of the 3rd. November 3, 2009 at 10:45 p.m. central.

There have been 28,148 tweets that included "obama." Since the search lasted only a couple of days a figure aggregating by day has only 2 points and is not interesting. It might be worth looking at the numbers by the hour.